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JANUARY
1!14!90 HATONN
Hatonn present in joy and love.
Thank you for your input and my
deepest appreciation to G & D-G for
Phoenix Journal Express--you shall
not be disappointed.
Michael B.,
thank you. I realize the burden involved and we must allow for contributions for the information quantity
might be most heavy on some occaSi0ll.S.

There will be much regular repetition
of general nature as reminders so that
you can relate substance to that which
is portrayed on your vidiot screens.
We shall attempt to keep the content
from being boring.
If you are reading along and feel total
disconnection from one thought into
another---bear with us. Thankfully,
we are absolutely flooded with questions. Yes, most of the information
has been covered in the JOURNbut ones either miss it or do not have
all the books. Therefore, if there is
great repetition, please be gentle with
your brothers for we AU have to
make the journey.
POST OFFICE ANSWERS TO
GLOW MAIL
Let us begin with a bit of sick humor.
Only your Post Office Department
could come up with this type of solution and, further, issued a press release in December in response to
complaints about the slow delivery of
2nd and 3rd class maiL The P.O.
chimed it was spending too much
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time “beii too efficient delivering
1st~class mail--“(I would guess you
have all noted the speedy delivery of
important mail).
Well, they are going to f= the problem as only the government can do.
To rectify this, they’re deliberately
“slowing down lst-class mail delivery”
(they are also ready to increase the
price thereof) from 24 hours to 48
hours and speeding up 2nd and 3rd
class. By the way, how thrilled are
you going to be at 35 cents a stamp?
My guess is that the P.O. can be most
sue
in “slowing down the mail”.
Further, probably the only speed increase will be in the price increases.
So be it.
ANOTHER FINE SOLUTION TO
* PAST INEOUITY
Since restitution was made in some
measure to Japanese-Americans, the
blackshaverisenupinarmsdesiring
re&tution for slavery.
Now that
would seem most wondrous indeed
and Leg&&ion has been introduced
J. Conyers, a black
bycongrtssnan
Democrat from Michigan, to set up a
government commission to study how
much reparations should be paid
blacks by the taxpayers. The suggested amount is several hundred
thousand dollars apiece--of course the
vast majority of taxpayers are white.
Will your color barriers never come
down?
Allow me to share au Rarth opinioru
Joseph Sobrau of National Review has
the following+observatiorix
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“In Proudhon’s
famous
maxim,
‘Property is theft.’ That seems to be
the implicit credo of today’s politicians, from whom taking others’
property is always justifiable as a form
of restitution.
No specifiable act of
theft has to be proved. It’s enough
that some are ‘have’ and others are
‘have-nots.‘”
The argument for Conyer’s measure is
“that it is an attempt to right an historical wrong. But when an act is
wrong the normal legislative response
is to outlaw it, not to redirect its evil.
You prohibit murder; you don’t stipulate that the descendants of murder
victims may correct some abstract
balance by killing the descendants of
murderers, or those of the same general gene pool as murderers.”
“The power to tax and spemi has no
limit. All it needs is a respectable
cover. Thisiswhathumauitariau
rhetoric provides. ‘Civil rights’ has
created a bloc of iuterests that cart be
augmented indefiuitely. By helping
destroy constihuioual and other principledlimitsongowxnmentactian,it
-tlS~OpeniagwedgeforthC

forml~limi&xspowerweknowtoo
welL Politics, you might say, is theV
I would guess so, since you can end up
in prison for life if you do not respond
to the gun at your head when the IRS
comes around.
Chelas, you must grow above these
narrow little “selp divisions of society.
It drains of your energies for unity
and strength. It is ridiculous as a con-

cept to have the black people repay
the white slave-owners for lost revenues as restitution for the changing
of the laws and abolishing slavery--is it
actually very much in difference? You
have enough to worry about TODAY
and TOMORROW!
WHAT ABOUT AIDS RIGHTS
AND ACTIVISM?
Does the plight and unfortunate happenstance of one group have the right
to destroy the remaining groups?
Does one group who feels isolated
and abused have the right to contaminate another? Do they have the right
to disrupt parades and other public
happenings?
Do they possibly do
more harm to their own cause than
good? Would it not be better to turn
funds and efforts into a cure than into
public riots and demonstrations?
Chelas, the Hippocratic Oath is not a
suicide pact with evil If a surgeon
chooses not to do surgery on an AIDS
patient, for example, would that not
be his human right? I tell you that
surgical gloves do NOT stop an AIDS
virus or any of the mutant forms
thereof.
A surgeon is doused with
blood and further, gloves and skin are
very often punctured. Well” it is a terrible plight but to force a man at the
point of a gun to offer his own life is
truly incorrect.
It should work, as well, in the other
direction. A physician has no right to
endanger the lives of his patients.
There are actually lawsuits pending on
this point. In New Jersey a surgeon
with AIDS sued his hospital for telling
patients that he was sick and that
“there was a potential risk of transmission”. The physician did not want
his sickness made public The physician died, but his estate is continuing
the suit. Does it matter how this man
contracted the disease-has
he the
right to pass it on to innocent patients? Oh, it is most difficult indeed
but you would not allow one with
Hepatitis or Small Pox to continue to
contaminate the unsuspecting. What
you have is mass confusion, miainformation and helter-skelter pushing and

shoving.
The tactics of your homosexual lobby
seem to get more and more extreme.
Does the following really help or hinder? A group of demonstrators invaded Catholic services at St. Patrick’s
Cathedral in New York City and proceeded to shriek, sound air horns, lie
down in the aisles, desecrate the Eucharist, toss condoms, wave sacrilegious drawings of Jesus Christ, and
handcuff themselves to the pews.
Meanwhile, thousands more screamed
outside. This is not an isolated incident, this type of group misbehavior
grows steadily and only hardens the
hearts of the people against the group
involved for it truly is the homosexual
community with AIDS which are the
perpetrators.
This group of persons know it is
against the fundamental doctrine of
the “churches” to accept homosexuality and much less” sodomy. You hurt
your own causes by such outrageous
behavior.
These demonstrations are organized
by ACT UP: the Aids Coalition To
Unleash Power because the Catholic
Church has lobbied against homosexual propaganda
in the public
schools. Victor Mendolia, spokesman
for ACT UP, calls lobbying against
such programs “criminal”. IS THAT
NOT THE EXACT AND CORRECT DESCRIPTION
FOR HIS
ORGANIZATION?
All over New York these days you will
be able to see stickers plastered
around saying” SILENCE = DEATH.
DEAR ONES, THE PRACTICE OF
SODOMY = DEATH. It is the most
active source of transmi&on of the
disease. Ididnotchooseittobethat
way---but that is the way it is. Can
mankind not control his own physical
behavior patterns to save your own
lives? I do not even argue right or
wrong---would you drink a potion you
know is laced with cyanide? And, if a
group of people do so, do you not call
it criminal and horrible?
Until the ones afflicted are willing to
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give up the very behavior that kills
them, how can you ever cure the
plague? I repeat--IT IS NOT THE
SEXUAL PREFERENCE THAT IS
THE PROBLEM, IT IS THE SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
AND PRACTICES WHICH ARE DEADLY.
Further, the very guilt of the spreading of the disease through these actions is warping the very souls of those
involved.
We witness infected ones moving out
into the public with no care whatsoever for his fellow man---many deliberately do things to spread the disease
to the uninfected in their own frustration and helplessness.
THE
MASSES
MUST
TURN
FROM THESE THINGS IN ORDER THAT YOU CAN SEE AND
HEAR THE HELP BEING OFFERED UNTO YOU. WITH THIS
TYPE
OF
BEHAVIOR,
THE
GOAND
POLICE
WILLONLYCLAMPTHELIDON
MORE TIGHTLY AND EVENTUALLY YOU WILL HAVE ENCAPYOURSELVES
SULATED
WITHIN YOUR OWN COFFINS.
IF YOU CURED ONE STRAIN OF
AIDS TODAY YOU WOULD NOT
FIND PEACE AND HEALTH FOR
UNTIL YOU CHANGE
FROM
THE BEHAVIOR YOU CANNOT
CONFINE THE DISEASE. THERE
IS NOT OTHER WAY TO TELL
YOU. TRUTH Is TRUTH.
“WELL ITS DRUGS AND DRUG
YSERS TOO!”
But,doesit
help to randomly rave and riot? Fti
you look carefulIy at the problem and
then you plan a logicaland reasonable
method of soltion.
Yap move toward doing something to halt the
problem, not insist on continuing the
practices and blaming someone else
for your own decisions. -p THE
GOGOT YOU INTO
SOMETHING, IS IT NOT LIKELY,
THAT THEY WILL NOT DO
ANYTHING TO HELP YOU?
YOU ONES MUST BEGIN TO
USE YOUR HFADS--SHOUTING
Ycs,itmosttxdaidyis

AND SCREAMING
STOP AIDS NOR
PROBLEM.

WILL NOT
THE DRUG

Let’s go over the drug problem again.
It is so entangled that Pm not sure
how to sort it for you.
The drug problem was “introduced
and the game well planned to make
sure of the favorable conclusion of
THE PLAN 2000. Make a society
addicted, import the drugs and then
make sure alternative drugs are supplied domestically, get the welfare
services saturated and then begin to
cut back on funding, whereby the
users and poor must turn to crime for
funds to live or serve the addiction,
supply weapons of horrendous nature
to the criminal element involved and
allow them to be used; start a “drugwar” wherein the people will do anything to get the uiminal element under control and then the government
can con&ate ALL weapons from the
populace, leaving you defenseless as a
citizen; change the currency so that all
monies carefully tended by the citizen
can be called in and captured and
then shut down all drug trafficking
from outside which will start a war
which boosts the economy (the only
thing that can right now) and there
you have your trap. All the while this
is going on the “undesirable” elements
of society are dying off from AIDS
and other causes--for one thing you
can send a lot of your young men off
to war.
FINANCING THE WELFARE
FOR THE
REAL i!@iN
,WAR ON DRUGS”
FirsttheIRSwiUresorttoanything,
including kidua~
to collect taxes
believed owed. They have even con6scated things of great vahm following
law suits in which the government lost
the case-but took the property anyway through a legal loophole. The
person had simply taken money from
several sources right to the maximum
in cash to purchase his items. The
government claimed abuse, lost the
case but was able to confiscate the

property anyway. I warn you that you
must act most cautiously during these
next few years. Keep your banking
minimal and give no quarter that the
banks can report you or anything else.
The above situation had to do with
hiding taxes through paying cash etc.,
etc., etc. ---the government can always
find a way if they take note of you.
Stay small” fit in and utilize the resources outlined for you in the
JOURNALS.

debt do you think Japanese investors
would buy when they see their investments threatened by inflation?
Very little! Therefore, the Fed has no
choice, actually, but to keep money
creation under some manner and degree of control. The alternative is the
total collapse of the U.S. dollar. That,
too, will occur in due time, but first
the government will make a big
“money take” from the pocketbooks of
U.S. citizens.

Example: An Oklahoma man, RA.
Hubbard,
was
indicted
for
“structuring” cash transactions to keep
them under the $10,000 limit in buying
a motorhome and airplane. Hubbard
won in court and all charges were
dismissed, but “under federal law the
government is allowed to seize a person’s assets and distribute them, even
if the accused is acquitted” or the
charges
are eventually
dropped.
Those assets may be transferred to
state law enforcement agencies.” Mr.
Hubbard did not get back his stolen
airplane, motorhome, or $37,200 in
cash.

There is a problem here as well, for
the government.
U.S. citizens have
stashed away trillions of dollars in private investments that don’t need to be
reported to anyone. The government
must find a rationale to gain access to
these funds without alienating voters
who would never voluntarily consent
to a $24)trillion bailout.

The federal government has
teed, and continues to do so,
every special interest group
tence in the US and abroad”
cess to federal dollars.

guaranvirtually
in exiseasy ac-

There is a major problem, however.
Future obligations - to Social Security, savings and loans, federal pensio~Medicai~etc-willcostatleast
$20 TRILLION to pay off. That,
friends, is nearly eight times your national debt There are only a couple
of ways these debts could ever be
pai&
The first would be for the Federal Reserve to create more money and lots
of it. Money creation is, however,
most inflationary. The government
realizes it will be impossiile to sell the
several hundred biion dollars worth
of government debt created each year
if it tolerates inflation.
About 40% of U.S. debt is now sold to
investors in ONE nation - JAPAN.
How much newly-created government
3

Once these funds are located, a national emergency can be declared to
permit the imposition of Emergency
Banking Regulation #l and similar
directives. Creating a rationale to find
this hidden wealth and to eventually
declare a State of Emergency in order
to seize ‘it is the hidden agenda of the
government’s
so-called
“War on
Drugs”.
New laws restricting cash transactions,
money laundering, etc. all are earmarked to fight this “war” - but each
one represents a step backward for
economic freedom and financial privacy. Well, drugs are a scour* on society but it is set up and orchestrated
to control you and localize ah the
wealth into the government and the
“Grey-men conspiracies”.
CURRENCY
The trtmphg
of illegal~drugs is
dangerous, but the transporting of the
payment for the drugs is probably just
as challenging. To pay for your nation’s bad habit, the “basic price” of
the drug money must move back to
the camtry that shipped the stuff in
the first place. Many very unique
methods have been devised for this
money to “cross the borders”. Payments must be non-traceable and get

around the law’s constant watch.
Cash is probably the “preferred
method of payment. But cash in such
large quantities is very bulky, breeds
dishonesty and counterfeiting.

HAVE ONE OR MORE ADDITIONAL SECRET
ANTI-COUNTERFEITING
DEVICES INCORPORATED IN THEM---NOT
TO
BE KNOWN TO THE PUBLIC.

Your wondrous neighbor to the
North, Canada, has quickly become a
major haven for laundering illegal
drug projects--at least your U.S. Drug
Enforcement Administration says so.
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police
seem to agree and the Canadian government’s first reaction was to change
the currency (do you get the insidious
drift?). The lakes are dying from acid
rain, but they are going to change
their currency.
Despite redesigning
their currency just three years ago
they have just changed the Canandian
$50 bill again. In late November
Canada added a dark gold metallic
rectangular “thin film” overprint with
the number 50 inside (on the front
The $2&bii will also be
only).
changed suon as they hope to stifle
counterfeiting/drug
the
growing
problem but, the new bii will still coexist with the old design! Is it coming
clear why Great Britain backed so
wholeheartedly,
the
invasion
of
Panama?

I am telling you now--the currency is
waiting, all nicely printed,
etc.
Stacked in huge piles--ready and
waiting. It cannot work as a gradual
integrated change-over. Be prepared!

Despite using multicolored inks, miaoprinting and other devices; Canada
has found a need to add this new anticounterfeiting feature---quickly. Now
why do suppose that might be? Could
it have anything to do with a new currency in the U.S.? Why so quickly?
Coulditbeanexxltorushtomeetthe
needs and be coincident with the U.S.
restructuring? WilI this move be
sufficient? Of course not---not if the
old bills are still legal tender.
Your US. Treasury will soon issue
redesigned Federal Reserve Notes
now beii tested by the Bureau of
Engraving and Priming. The notes, as
we have d&bed
at length prior to
t.his#will contain similar features that
Canada has tried to deter counterfeiting and the drug problem. The
logicisabscnt--UNLESSTHERE
IS SOMBTHING THBY ARE NOT
TELLING YOU!
AH HA! A
SCOOP!---THE NBW NOTES WILL

WELL, MARE THEM GET TI-IE
BIG ONES AND LEAVE ME
ALf&
OK, good thought---or is it? What
about, say, Hehnsleys.
Get old
Leona!
Crowds of welfare clients
waited outside the New York City
courtroom to jeer Leona Hehnsley.
She had just been sentenced to four
years in prison, SS.8 million in fines
and back taxes, and 750 hours of
“community service”. Her crime: she
had apparently evaded $1.2 million in
taxes.
Leona, who is 69 years old, asked the
judge not to send her to prison because her SO-year-old husband has
Alzheimer’s disease, developed during
a four-year ordeal with the IRS. The
judge, displaying the scholarly aloof
turn of mind so common on the federal bench, said no: “You were not
driven to this crime by financial greed,
rather your conduct was the product
of NAKED GREED.” Now, what in
the world might that mean?
Let us consider this case a minute. If
indeed, Leona evaded these taxes, she
probably should not have done so.
Not because the federal government,
which has collected MORE THAN
SO0 MILLION
FROM THB
HELMSLEYS over the years (that is
a lot of money, dear hearts), deserves
any more money for HUD consultants
and other activities, but because it has
the gum and the jails, and you should
not ignore that any more than you
should ignore a burglar with a knife at
your throat or a gun at your head
It does appear abit ’ stupid to me,
however, in New York City yet, where
L
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criminals are free to trample wildly
through
the innocent population,
where murder, rape, robbery, and
mugging typically go unpunished, the
vicious prosecution and jailing of a 69year-old woman seems a most curious
allocation of law-enforcement
resources, not to speak of the federal
propaganda
campaign waged, AT
TAXPAYER
EXPENSE, to make
Leona seem like the Bitch of the 20th
Century, IT WAS SURELY NO COINCIDENCE
THAT THIS ALL
REACHED
A CRESCENDO AT
INCOME-TAX TIME SO THAT IT
IS NOT LOST ON THE RIGHTEOUS PUBLIC.
Oh yes, the big boys aren’t through
even yet. The New York State Liquor
Authority is threatening to deny liquor
licenses to all of the Helmsley Hotels
because she is a “convicted felon”,
causing hundreds of millions of dollars of damages to this company---and
a loss of millions of dollars in taxes to
the country. I would say that is fine
“justice”. We& let us assume Leona is
not such a nice person---it would appear from this viewpoint that she is
certainly more likable than the bureaucrats and the IRS. So be it.
Dharma, let us have respite please.
My, we could just spend days and days
at this and hardly get beneath the
surface. When we come backwe can
speak a bit more about what to expect. We will appreciate feed-back
regarding these bulletins, please. It is
most tedious but it seems a most necessary step in the information network. Thank you for your attention.
I shall move to stand-by and allow you
some time for a break.
Sahr, Hatonn to clear, please.
l ******
*
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HATONN

TINLUlHBRKINGRE5
MBMBERED
Let it be said also of you that the
world was a batter place for your

having walked there. This man was
not saint, Christ nor The God---he was
man---human and frail but he had a
dream for you all and honor him for
having broken the way. You, who
work in the vineyards, have your way
easier because of that which he gave.
We salute him for his contribution.
Hatonn: good morning.
Please get information as to how to
enter the Turner “contest” and put
information in the Express. Turner
was just this weekend given an award
for News excellence--please stay right
on top of that contest and “KEEP
YOUR EYES ON THE PRIZE”.
Again I am at a loss as to what to present first, for your consideration, for
there are so many urgent items pouring in upon you. One major point is
“the right to bear arms”. The govemment is setting up the big push right
now and you will fall like all uninformed citizens fall. At this paragraph I shall only say that you will be
entrapped by any of the measures
which will be presented to you. Registration of firearms as in autos---they
will have an exact location to which to
go to confiscate. THE CRIMINALS
STILL
HAVE
THE
WEAPONS---IT IS THE HONORABLE, LAW ABIDING CITIZEN
WHO WILL BE LEFT DEFENSELESS. I SHALL SPEAK MORE ON
THIS ISSUE FOR YOU MAY
HAVE
FORGOTTEN
YOUR
CONSTITUTIONAL
RIGHTS AS
CITIZENS
OF THE
UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA---II’
IS
NOT YOU U?HO ARE UTIZENS
WUO ARE COiU..~NG
TREASON-TUE TREASON IS IN THE
MOST HORRENDOUS PLACE OF
&AT
lXE TOP LEVELS OF
YOUR GOmING
BODIES.
199OANDWILLTHEREBEA
BEYOND?
My uppermost intent in these Phoenix
documents is to protect the sources. I
shallbringthingsinto your consciousness and hopefully, give some insight
through your reasoning minds. You

will always be able to find documentation--I shall not give it except in instances where the original source is
already at risk---or in order to expose
the lie. I HONOR ALL RESOURCES
AND GIVE APPRECUTION.
Further, I thank you for the support in
data documentation which has been
coming forth from my request--it
builds the cocoon of safety about you
all. We must in all instances protect
our publishers for they are getting a
double-barrel hit.
I am humbly
grateful for your continued flow of
backup from resources coming into
any reader’s attention. All we need, if
the documents themselves are not
available, is the source for obtaining if
need arises. Freedom of the press is
your ultimate key to freedom.
I have it on good authority that just as
the LIBERATOR was established by
William Lloyd Garrison (18051879)
in Boston, the PHOENIX materials
shall have impact upon the world unto
the four comers.
Do not feel other than joy when ones
come forth to discredit for it can only
aid our distribution. There are ones
now who would use the life work of a
tiny little lady who has given forty
years to Sananda”s work to purchase
her work in order to use of it to discredit the PHOENIX JOURNALS.
Do you not think we know who these
ones are? Do you not think those are
the reasons Sanancla would speak in
pain on the day before yesterday?
Worse, she is in confusion and is considering the doing of it.
THERE
SHALL BE &fQDISCREDll7iVG OF
THESE JOURNALS --THOSE RHO
AlTEMPTITSWALLBEAPmE
REWARDS AND ONLY ASSIST IN
SPREADING THE TRUTH OF IT.
DO NOT BE AFRAID OF CONTRoT!i5Rw J-KTHIN TUE cmZENRY AS THE “GROUPS” EFFORT AT LDENTZFICXTION-WE
BRING TRUTH AND IT Sh3LL
STAND AGAINST ALL LIES. YOU
?4?lLLBE GMZN THE STRENGTH
AND
TEhMClTY
TO STAND
FIRMLY UPON J’HE WORD!
‘I,
+
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BACK TO THE NITTY: THE
DRUG TRIANGLE YOU MIGHT
HAVE MISSED;
THE U.S.--COLOMBIA AND
POINTS souTH--AND
ISRAEL
I have reminded you to check out possible deeper connections with Israeli
“trainers” in Central America” etc.
They have shown up in key places in
both Colombia and in Panama--then
the matter is snuffed. It is most important indeed.
It is largely unknown to the U.S. public-because most negative affairs concerning Israel tend to be covered up
by the American media--the extent of
Israel’s influence in the laundering of
U.S. drug money back to the drug
bosses of Colombia and Panama, despite all the well publicized effort of
U.S. authorities to intercept it.
However, Citizens of Israel are far
better informed about this because
the Hebrew press is far more open
and free to describe disgraceful affairs
in which Israel, Israelis, and American
Jews are involved, and the American
Israel Public Affairs Committee (yes,
there is one; AIPAC) and its all& do
not enjoy the power in Israel that they
do in the U.S. As a result, much more
of the truth about the Israeli role in
the drug affairs of the U.S. is *own
to Israelis than to Americans-therefore,
truth can be verified
through their mostly open press.3 you
wish czxdlmation.
Not cowting US. foreign aid, the single moat important source of Israeli
income derives from the export of
weapons
and
so-called
“securhy
knowledge”, including ellicient trainingof&athsquads.
InPanama”the
man who helped put Noricga in
power, and filled Panama with Israeli
coxmedionq
is one called Mike
Harari, an ex-Mossad agent as involved in drugs as the dictator himself
(the Mossad is the Israeli CIA). This
man meets with TOP ISRAELI
LENDERSANDRECENTLYRE
CEIVED THE HONORARY RANK
OF COLONEL IN THE ISRAELI
ARMY. An entire group of very well-

connected Israeli officers provide security advice to a group of Colombian
The man in charge,
drug lords.
Colonel Yair Klein, serves, in addition
to his Colombian capacity, as the active commander of the war room of
the Israeli chief of staff. I can predict
that mainstream American media will
not rush to print this.
Col. Klein was paid in the United
Statesforhis servicesin Colombia/M
FURTHER, HE WAS PAID IN
CASH, IN JUST ONE INSTANCE,
$800,000. He didn’t bank the money,
nor did he take it out of the country.
He gave it to some Jewish men in
New York, who transferred
the
money to Israel. The Hebrew press
reports that this money came from the
sale of drugs by his Colombian employers.
A money-laundering network in the
U.S. run by two Israelis was exposed
by chance. It engaged in large-scale
money-laundering of Colombian drug
money on both the East and West
Coasts, routing it back to Colombii
via Israel. In the trial it became clear
that the gang secured the help of
many otherwise respectable American
Jews by telling them the money was
intended for the WORK OF THE
MOSSAD IN COLOMBU AND
PANAMA1
A rabbi from Seattle was convicted of
receiving more than $18 million--in
cash, depositing it to many different
banks in Seattle, and then transferring
the money to a small bank in Israel
From there it was transferred to a
well-known Colombia drug trader
through a Panama&n bank. Someof
the gang members had escaped to IsraeL Those who were caught, who
were represented by a lawyer from
Tel Aviv, got vervlinht sentences-7KE
RABBI GOT ONE MONTH OF DETENTION.
The U.S. media were apparently too
busy covering &emati~&
titi
to report this case to your public DO
you realIy suppose you will ever know
the complete story of the Iran-ContraIsrael scandal?

NORIEGA

REJECTED
DEAL

CONTRA

Ah, the plot thickens does it not? In
June, 1985,Marine Lt. Col. Oliver L.
North, then managing director of the
U.S. drive to aid the Nicaraguan
Contra rebels, boarded a yacht anchored off the Pacific coast of Panama
for a secret meeting with the military
strongman, Manuel Antonio Noriega.
North needed Noriega’s permission to
use Panamanian military bases and
personnel to train Contra soldiers in
their fight against Nicaraguas Saudinista government.
Noriega enthusiastically joined in the
effort to help the Contras, betting that
his cooperation would encourage U.S.
officials to continue to support him
and honor agreements involving narcotics trafficking, money laundering
and gun running. You see, the Israeli
gun business was being primarily op
erated through Panama, also.
The U.S. began its campaign to remove Noriega only after he refused to
allow Panama to be used as a
launching pad for Contra atta4%
againstNicaragud
North, who was a White House aide,
held at least two more meetings with
Noriega, a strand in a web of highlevel U.S. government contacts with
the Panamanian ruler that included
sessions with Vice President George
Bush, CIA Director William Casey
and Vice Adm. John Poindexter, the
Reagan achninistration’s uatioual security adviser. At one time I told you
to pray for North for he was hut a
scapeqat.
My dears, I did not mean
that North was inuocent--1 meant
thathewasbeiithesea~oataud
your whole country was on trial--they
pulled it off didn’t they?
Noriega eventually offered to provide
militaq training and weapons for the
Contras and also to infiltrate Panamanian troops inside Nicaragua to
dotage
key facilities and assassinate
Saudiuista leaders.
In the mid-8Os,
that meant ,.&at your government did
6

nothing regarding Noriega’s drug
business and substantial criminal involvement because the first priority
was the Contra war. In fact, they
continued to support him in pay-offs,
“bonuses” and all sorts of fringe perks.
Do you actually think the REAL government’s sensitive documents will be
produced concerning Noriega’s relationship with U.S. officials? The Senate subcommittee sought many of the
same documents and didn’t get them.
Jose Blandon, a former Panamanian
intelligence officer who was fired by
Noriega as Panama’s counsel-general
in New York City, told the Senate investigators that when Noriega and
North held their first shipboard
meeting, North was looking for ways
to circumvent the congressional ban
The
on U.S. aid to the Contras.
meeting led to an agreement with
Noriega in which up to 250 Contra
soldiers received training at two
Panamanian military bases with Contra leaders being given permission to
enter and leave Panama freely---the
major training was done by the Israeli
“death squad” teachers. At the second
meeting in 85, in Noriega’s Panama
City office, the general asked a favor
in return for his services---economic
help. And the story goes on----.
Now, do you or do you not think that
possibly a U.S. military offi$er knew
in advance of the November massacre
of six Jesuit priests in El Salvador?
MY WONDERFUL LITTLE& BLIND
LAMBS-YOUR
LEADERS ARE
STAR77NG AN ALL OUT Wm IN
LMlN AMERrMII/I
HEAR ME!
rLEASE HEAR hi231 CAN YOU
POSSIBLY BRLIEVE YOUR GIANTSHIPSWEREHEADRDTO
ComMBIA
To OBSERVB THE
WHALE MIGRATION?
PPEN
YOUR Ems1

STINGER

STING

Your news article reads like this:
ARMSDEALSSAIDTOLURE
IRA. MiamL&mdayJan14,1990.
“Four suspected
Irish Republican
ArmyguerriUasaceusedoftryingto

buy a Stinger missile in an undercover
sting may have been attracted to south
Florida by its reputation for arms
deals, federal officials suggested.
“The Sting that began last fall culminated in the arrests Friday of three
Irishmen and a Canadian on arms
charges.
“All four were being held without
bond Saturday at the Pahn Beach
County Jail, and were to be arraigned
Tuesday before a U.S. magistrate in
West Palm Beach.
“The region has never been known for
a significant IRA presence.
But it
usually leads the nation in gun cases,
said Bruce Synder, a spokesman for
the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms in Miami.”
Come now. Why would anyone bite
on such an offer unless it is widely
known in the underground that you
can actually get “n&sir& (you are
aware there are a whole bunch of
stinger missiles missing from the military storehouse, aren’t you?) missiles
right from the horse’s trough. They
have been gotten there before and
they shall again.
However, in exchange for “blessing” the Panama stupidity--the leader of Gr. Britain
wanted some political strokes in exchange--let us help point up the “look
how hard we try” in the Irish mess.
The nemork is so entangled that it
would not be expe&d for you to sort
it out. However, just know that these
are the “saai6cial lambs” to keep the
citizens of the world in darkness.
During all of this, where do you suspect Kishger,
Eagleburger and
Skowaoft might he? It is harder than
fimliugthepcaunderthewalnutshell
isn’t it? And, Mr. Bush just vacations
a lot
and
wins
best-dressed
“statesman” (a misdefined word indeed) award.
LET US TALK OF LIFE-STYLES
,FOR A BRIEF MOMENT
Did you really think the Communist
Socialist leaders lived in poverty? I’m

sure you were shocked to fmd the billions of dollars of wealth and treasures stored up by the Soviet Bloc
“leadership”. Do you think it different
there than in the U.S? If you knew
the actual amount of your money
spent on just the Bush crew---oh dear
ones, the presidential plane that they
can’t even make function--is costing
you biions of dollars.
Well, the people have been shocked
and furious in the East Bloc and show
their hatred of the Communists who
oppressed, especially in what you were
always told was the happiest, most
productive Red nation, East Germany---and it is far worse elsewhere.
The people have been wildly furious
to discover that the rumors of such
lifestyles was true: the members of the
“people’s government” lived like kings
at the people’s expense. While the
Communist leaders were preaching
communism, they were living the life
of kings.
Obviously, the people had every right
to be outraged, considering the impoverishment that they have suffered
for so many years. MAY THE DAY
SOON COME WHEN A SIMILAR
BURNING RES ENTMENTWILL
BE
AGAINST
THE
LAVISH
LIFESTYLES
OF YOUR OWN
POLITICIANS.
NO MORE HIGH
SALARES, NO MORE SPECIAL
UNDERTJhIETABLEBENEFITSCHELAS, IF THE SOVIET BLOC
NATIONS CAN DO IT, SO CAN
YOU!
YOU HAVE BEEN LOOTED
FROM BOTH “DEMOCRAlT~<
PARTIES
It appeared bad enongh that Resident
Bush, the Democrats and the Republicans all joined together to loot the
American taxpayer by giving Congress
a totally undeserved 35% payraise,
which they knew that 99% of the
American people abhorred--remember they waited ‘til well after the election. But what they have done now is
form a massive “cartel” against the
American people. Look carefuIly for
the hand is,quicker than the eye and
7

most of yours are still shut tightly
closed.
The chairman of the Republican and
Democratic parties, and their Congressional
campaign
committees,
promised not to allow any candidate
to use the issue against an incumbent!
Wet noodles to your Lee Atwater and
Guy Vander Jagt for agreeing to this
conspiracy against you, the public.
The tree is already dropping rotten
fruit.
Get this next maneuver:
When
Democrat David Worley of Georgia,
who planned to run against Rockefeller Republican
Newt Gingrich,
raised the issue, he was repudiated by
the Democrats.
Worley was told to
expect zero funds from the national
Democratic Party, and Gingrich was
taken off the list of “targeted” Republicans, thus insuring his reelection.
That’s how important the payraise,
and future raids on your pocketbook,
are to your rulers in Congress.
Why don’t you just find out how
“your” Congressman voted (his office
has to tell you) and vote firmly against
him and in favor of a Libertarian--if
one is alive long enough to run for office. Defeat of incumbents and replacement by true and honorable
Americans is the only way you can
clean up the rat’s nests in y7u.r CapitaL So be it.
JUSTICE?

,

One more tid-bit that I find most interesting in its presentation by RR-1
shall simply quote to insure quality.
“Recently one of the most
fbmolls washiq#oll aimiMls
now
serving, ill
(not
Congress) was convicted of
distriiuting cocaine. 25yearold Rayful &dmond, leader of
a bii drug ring (or so we
were told), was sentenced to
life imprisonment.
The government cIaimed it
was a major victory in the
war on drugs, but as one DC.

resident said: ‘They got Rayful, but there are hundreds
more ready to take his place.
There’s too much money in
drug dealing for these kids to
resist it.’
“There was one interesting
footnote, however. Edmond,
who is black, attributed his
conviction to his all-black
‘I’m not racist’, said
jury.
Edmond. ‘But white people
would have taken their time.
This would have gone by the
law. This jury never asked
any questions about the law.
Even me, Pm intelligent and I
studied the legal issues and I
didn’t understand some of it.”
You now have a new tool of doing
unto one’s own! Do not expect support from those who have now been
stroked and petted for you will be shot
down. Just as ones who supported every statement made through Dharma,
(until it did not fit their conscious
“opinion”) now try to assassinate her
moral aedibility and input sources---which by the way, are claimed to be
their own. Interesting indeed!
A lot of things are most interesting
and the next I give you just for the
interest of it for it is amusing in the
overall picture of life---from authority, Dan Blather, woops-Rather.
In 1980, Dan Rather confirmed to a
magazine reporter that he had used
marijuana, and went further: “As a reporter--and I don’t want to say that’s
the only context-Pve
tried everyand, “I know a fair amount
w
about LSD. In 1955 or ‘56 I had
someone at the Houston police station shoot me with heroin so I could
do a story about it.” So be it!
>LEGAL DRUGS?
Just some points to ponder: The
economies of Bolivia, Color&ii
and
Peru have become hooked on drugs.
Inthesecouxl~cocainc
profits account for a large portion of foreign
revenue. In spite of what these gov-

ernments may be saying or pretending
to do, their survival is closely interlocked with profits from the drug
trade.
It is estimated that over a million
families in the Audean nations have
become economically dependent, directly or indirectly, on the drug trade.
Just in Bolivia, over one half million
people or one third of the labor force
depends on drug sales for a livelihood.
One Bolivian official warned, “If narcotics were to disappear overnight, we
would have rampant unemployment.
There would be open protest and violence.”
And it might be added,
greater difficulty in meeting their
payments to the New York banks!
Obviously, legalization of drugs and
removal of profits from this horrible
industry would force these countries
and the farmers to go into a more
productive and moral business. But it
would bother the banks, and make
their bad loans even more shaky.
Well, so much for that idea.
And now for you ones who looked in
horror at $0 MINUTES last evening, I
shall make comment.
For a world
overpopulated by 5 & l/2 biion people and a future as bleak as stone,
there are no wondrous “answers”. It is
surely a time of worsening pain for
the masses while those in high places
turn their eyes away or simply join
with and continue supporting THE
PLAN OF WORLD DOMINATION
AND
PIANNED
GENOCIDE.
BELOVEDONES,ITISTHETIME
OF THE RULE OF SATAN’S EVIL
ANDTHEBEAST.
WHATCAN
YOU DO?
YOU CAN’GET INFORMED
FOR
THROUGH
KNOWLEDGE
IS THE
ONLY
HOPE THERE IS. KNOW THE
PROBLEM AND YOU CAN BE
GIN TO RESOLVE
IT-ADMIT
THERE
IS ADDICXION
AND
YOU CAN BEGIN TO OVERCOME ITS CONTROL OF YOU.
If you did not see the program, allow
me to generalize it. Two years ago,
with police approvr& the Swiss government recommended
de&min&
ization for Zuij& the countrys hugest
8

city. In a park behind the railroad
station known as the Platzspitz, everything is legally for sale at a market
price, from crack to heroin. Many
people worried about such an experiment attracting good youth, but the
spectacle of the gaunt, pathetic addicts is no good advertisement for
drugs.

This is no panacea. Pitiful people still
harm themselves with drugs, but the
unworthy facts are that the misfortunates are not out hitting innocent
Swiss people over the head to get
their fm Addicts who want spiritual
or medical help can get it, without the
fear of going to jail. The transmission
of AIDS is cut down considerably because clean needles are readily and
It is not
cheaply
available.
“legalization” as such, it is sort of
“isolate and turn the eyes away”.
That has to be one of the saddest and
most pitiful views on Earth except for
the starving children in Africa---and in
the U.S. These ones come from every
walk of private life, most quite wellto-do for Switzerland is a wealthy nation. The park is spotlessly clean and
draped over every bench and flower
bed are “unconscious” bodies of,
mostly, their prime youth--waiting to
“hit up” enough to fmally die. There
are university graduates in science,
psychology---all w&s.
If you could
watch that scene without yo;r heart
breaking, then there is little hope for
your world.
L
On that note, cheb please allow
respite.
Thauk you for your attendance.

HATONN
TO
CUITS, PLEASE.

,

CLEAR

CIR-

